We consider spatially distributed systems described by Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) in which some of the coefficients are spatially periodic functions. Such systems arise in certain distributed sensorless control schemes which we term spatio-temporal vibrational control, which is a generalized version of standard temporal vibrational control. The mechanism by which certain sensorless periodic feedbacks stabilize or destabilize systems is more generally known as parametric resonance. We develop a spatio-temporal lifting framework using which we analyze stability and system norms of PDEs with periodic coefficients. Examples of PDEs in which parametric resonance occurs are given.
Introduction
As is well known, when certain Linear Time Invariant (LTI) system are connected in feedback with temporally periodic gains, their stability properties can be altered. Depending on the relation between the period of the time varying gain and the dominant modes of the LTI system, the overall system may be stabilized or destabilized. This phenomenon is known in the general literature as pararnetn'c resonance, the prime example of which is the Mathien equation. In the controls literature, this phenomenon has been used in sensorless feedback schemes to st,abilize unstable systems, and is normally referred to as vibrational control.
In this paper we investigate similar parametric resonance mechanisms for spatially distributed systems described by PDEs with periodic coefficients. Our aim is twofold: first to characterize exponential stability of the distribut,ed system, and then to characterize input-output system norms. To this end, we develop a lifting technique similar to the temporal lifting technique for linear periodic Ordinary Differential Equations (ODES) 111. This technique provides for a strong equivalence between distributed spatially periodic systems defined on a continuous spatial domain with spatially invariant systems defined on a discrete lattice.
For the purpose of stability characterization, the lifting technique is in some sense equivalent to the more widely used Floquet analysis of periodic PDEs. However, Floquet analysis does not easily lend itself t o the computation of system norms and sensitivities. We show how the lifting technique can be used to compute both the spectrum of the generating operator and 'Ha and '"z The difficulty with finding Ax is related to the issues of its appropriate domain. We now illustrate how this problem can be circumvented. Since A has periodic coefficients it commutes with T x , the operator of translation by X , (Tx$)(z) := $(z -X).
Therefore the operator semigroup G(t) := edt satisfies G(t)Tx = T x C ( t ) , i.e. G ( t ) is also 'periodic' even though it usually is not a differential operator. Thus, we can now define the 'block-Toeplitz' decomposition of C(t) as G*(t) := ~L Z ( * X , ( I I +~, X , G (~)~~~~~, Since G(t) is a bounded operator, indeed there are no issues of domain.
Furthermore, it follows that if {fk} denotes the lifting to &lo,x~ Of any f E LZ (-m, 00) [I] . that IS, 6(i However, it is much easier to work with the z-transform evaluated on the unit circle, z = el'; j := fl, 0 E Therefore,
10,
Since &(t) $ a semigroup for each 8 E [0, Zr), we can now define Ae as which transforms at$ = A$ into &$o(t) = de&(t).
Note that for each 0 E (0, IT), As : L2[0, X I 3 ZJ(d0) + L2[0, X ] is typically an unbounded operator whose domain can be calculatedAfrom (2). In this paper we illustrate that computing As can actually be done rather explicitly and simply for PDE operators with periodic coefficients. 
Then f e ( i ) can be represented as
We now apply these representations to find the correspondina representations of the underlyina operators in 
where, based on (9), a(-, t) is determined by whose frequency domain equivalent is given by 
Due to X-periodicity of the function f, 6(i
After applying the z-transform and evaluating it on the unit circle. (8) 
Feedback Interconnections
The procedure described in 5 3.1 and 3 3.2 can be a p plied to obtain a representation of a system with spatially periodic coefficients on L Z ( -m , m) of the form where dt, B , , &, and C are spatially-invariant oper-= ators, f is a given X-periodic matrix valued function, U is a distributed input, y is a distributed output, and = Rm*(kz --, t ) .
2nm (9)
$ is a distributed state. We can equivalently represent system (11) as shown in Figure 1 . As an example, consider a,$ = a: $ + cos($z)~?;$ + &U. In this case, the operators on the right-hand side of (13a) become An = ( I + r) diag{-( v ) Z } n E z and Be = diag{j-},Ez, respectively.
We emphasize that systems (11) and (13) have same stability properties. In particular, it can he shown that the spectrum of the generator of (11) and consider a problem of the stability of system (14). We note that in this case (14) cannot be interpreted as the linearized GL equation since 90, for the above given J ( s ) , is no longer a limit cycle solution of the nonlinear GL equation. Nevertheless, this problem is worth investigating because it represents an example of a system whose stability can he changed by feedback terms with spatially periodic gains. where p is a polynomial with complex coefficients, and OL is a complex scalar. We can define the state by (15), which transforms (17) Pm dings of the American Control C Operator A can be separated into a sum of a spatially invariant operator and a matrix-valued periodic function, and the previously described procedure t r a m forms (16) into $e(t) = Ae@e(t). 5 Concluding R e m a r k s
We have developed the appropriate framework for analysis of stability properties and system norms of distributed parameter systems with spatially periodic c o efficients. It has been shown that the main ideas of a well known temporal lifting technique for linear periodic ODES are readily extendable to PDEs in which some of the coefficients are spatially periodic functions. A particular basis set has been used to obtain convenient representations of transformed lifted signals and spatially periodic systems. It has been also illustrated, by means of two examples, how stability properties of spatially invariant PDEs can be changed when a spatially periodic feedback is introduced.
